
 
Carlos, 18, lives a sheltered, affluent life in Mexico City. His future is all set 

out for him by his well-intentioned father. But when his older brother Felix 

comes for a visit, he encourages Carlos to follow his dream of cooking 

instead. Suddenly, Felix is tragically killed by a stray bullet, and Carlos 

begins to question everything in his life. But Felix hasn’t completely left him; 

his ghost keeps Carlos company, pushing him to follow his heart. Carlos 

buys a one-way plane ticket to the United States, to eat at a famed restaurant 

on a tiny island near Seattle, something the brothers had dreamed of doing. 

There Carlos meets Emma, the chef’s daughter, and they instantly connect. 

His time with Emma is a respite from his solitary pain. The protagonist is 

given a dishwasher job at the restaurant, and he begins to learn the ins and 

outs of the kitchen, eventually securing early morning cooking lessons with 

the chef. But there’s a catch—Carlos must end his relationship with Emma. 

As Carlos pursues his dreams, the visits from Felix become fewer and fewer. 

This is a story of how tragedy can make us question the things that matter 

most in life. Alsaid has created a quiet, introspective novel dealing with love, 

loss, and the spaces in-between. Readers will appreciate the peek at a small 

Washington island and a fine restaurant. This title will also appeal to budding 

chefs and fans of the popular culinary arts movement 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruthie’s English skills have finally gotten her promoted to the “smart” fifth grade class, and 

she’s the “hopscotch queen of Queens” this week. Her family are still struggling with their 

recent move from Cuba, but she has a strong family network, some new friends, and a pair 

of brand-new white go-go boots. When a car accident leaves her in a body cast, Ruthie is 

scared, lonely, angry, and confused. The year that she spends healing in bed is one of 

growing up, of hard times and good friends, and of new skills and the determination to be 

herself in her new country. Behar’s first middle grade novel, a fictionalized telling of her own 

childhood experiences in the 1960s, is a sweet and thoughtful read, slowly but strongly 

paced, and filled with a wealth of detail that makes the characters live. Both poetic and 

straightforward, this title will appeal to young readers with its respect for their experiences 

and its warm portrayal of a diverse community. In addition to Ruthie’s realistic and personal 

voice, the novel’s strength is in its complex portrayal of the immigrant experience, with 

overlapping stories of who goes and who comes and the paths they travel. VERDICT 

Recommended and relatable. Hand this to fans of Rita Williams-Garcia and those who 

loved The Secret Garden . 



 

Arturo Zamora is determined to save his family’s Cuban American restaurant, the 

decades-old hub of their Miami neighborhood, from an unscrupulous developer who 

seems to have bought city council approval for his land grab. Cartaya treats this 

subject with a mixture of humor and heartfelt nostalgia. The warmth and solidarity of 

Arturo’s family and their deep relationships within their community are palpable. 

Arturo’s confusion as he experiences his first pains of love for their summer 

houseguest leavens the sense of impending doom. Eventually, the neighborhood 

pulls itself together to preserve La Cocina de la Isla. Sprinkling his writing with 

Spanish, Cartaya incorporates mouthwatering descriptions of Cuban cuisine, the 

poetry of José Martí, and the general wackiness of young teens’ friendships 

effortlessly into his narrative.  

 

 

 

 

Fifteen-year-old Camilla and her wealthy family live in a mansion in Mexico City, 

complete with bodyguards and staff. She wears designer clothes and participates in 

the “Rich Kids of Mexico City” Instagram account, where teens flaunt wealth and 

status. The family’s prosperity is the result of Cammi’s mother’s career as a 

renowned telenovela actress and her father’s success as a voice-over artist in 

movies. Even her older brother, now living in Switzerland, excels academically, while 

Cammi rides the current of their fame. When a jealous “friend” outs the teen’s 

mother’s anxiety issues, Cammi and her family decide to take a sabbatical, which 

coincides with a television sitcom job for her mother in Los Angeles. Once there, 

Camilla discovers that immigrating to a new country is not easy: her mother struggles 

with her acting role of a maid, her father misses home, and Cammi feels slapped by 

the racist perceptions toward Mexicans at her elite private school. In fact, she 

realizes that it is simpler to go along with their stereotypical assumptions that she is a 

poor “chola” on scholarship than to explain the truth and lose her newfound 

anonymity. Yet the constant strain of spinning lies becomes wearing, and when the 

inevitable happens, Camilla is forced to reconsider what she values, make amends, 

and accept her own identity. This book presents a fairy-tale lifestyle not often seen in 

Latinx literature, while also exploring themes of biculturalism/biracialism and racist 

stereotypes about Mexican immigrants.  
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In a collection of 12 tales, readers hear fictionalized narratives of young Latinos 

drawn from news stories. The selections represent a variety of children from diverse 

countries of origin and include standard prose as well as the poetic “Pickup Soccer” 

and the musical “Cubano Two.” The entries highlight issues that some Latinos face, 

such as problems with food and obesity, cultural identity, the deportation of 

relatives, the quest to obtain legal status, and prejudices some have toward fellow 

Latinos from different backgrounds. While these stories offer an interesting cross 

section of the Latino experience, there is a preponderance of sad and serious tales 

(with topics that include a sister who bullies, an epileptic seizure mistaken for a 

criminal attack, and the death of a parent). Spanish words are sprinkled throughout 

and defined in the back, and refranes (sayings) introduce each piece. The author’s 

mixed-media portraits accompany each entry, and the original articles that inspired 

each offering are listed and discussed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the murder of their cousin/brother Miguel, Jaime and Ángela (ages 12 and 15) are 

given the “option” to join the powerful gang controlling their Guatemalan village. A 

refusal means certain death, so their families make the difficult decision to send the pair 

north, secretly gathering resources, paying smugglers, and identifying safe houses—all 

the while aware that their children might not survive the journey. The cousins depart 

hidden in the bed of a truck with small bags of food and cash concealed in their 

waistbands. After crossing the Mexican border, they take a bus further north, barely 

escaping border guards, and briefly stay at a safe church from which they are 

transported in a locked, airless freight train car. Throughout, the young people 

experience mercy and loss and observe violence and its results as they walk or ride 

atop a train, finally reaching a border town. After working to acquire additional cash 

necessary for a reputable coyote, they cross the Río Bravo and border wall and finally 

arrive at another refuge center. There are references to violence and sexual abuse, but 

these are handled in an age-appropriate manner while also reflecting the experiences 

of many immigrants. Jaime’s first person perspective enables readers to begin to 

comprehend the realities of undocumented youth immigration, its underlying causes, 

and the sacrifices and hardships made to reach safety in the United States.. 

 

 



–A novel in verse told from two perspectives. Eleven-year-old Edver is reunited with his 

family in Cuba after the reestablishment of relations with the United States. After growing 

up with his mother in Miami, Edver is unaware that he has a 12-year-old sister, Luza, who 

has been living with his father and grandfather in the Cuban jungle. Edver finds that the 

meager standard of living he enjoyed in the United States is enviable in comparison with 

that of Cuba; Luza resents Edver’s apparent wealth. Engle’s focus is mainly on familial 

relationships but includes a rather minor environmental conflict: while trying to get the 

attention of their mother, a cryptozoologist, Edver and Luza unite temporarily to post on the 

Internet about the discovery of a new butterfly. A poacher who works as a “Human Vacuum 

Cleaner” profiting from endangered species soon appears in the forest. Although the 

poacher problem is tied up neatly by the book’s conclusion, the family issues mostly 

remain unsettled—a realistic, if unsatisfying, outcome. Edver and Luza are pleasingly 

realized with individual interests (online games and sculpture, respectively); the adult 

relationships, though, feel largely unexplored. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maximilian is back in this third book in the series. Wrestling with keeping his lucha libre life 

and his feelings for Cecilia, the girl of his dreams, a secret, Max doesn’t think his life can 

get any more complicated. When Paloma, the only friend who knows that Max’s uncle is 

the great Guardian Angel—the greatest luchador of all time—moves away, Max doesn’t 

know whom he will be able to talk to about lucha libre. He receives a ticket and backstage 

passes to attend the Big Brawl in Los Angeles and travels with his uncles and Vampiro 

Velasquez. He is quickly inducted into the Lucha Libre Club—a group for kids who are 

related to luchadores—which Paloma is a part of. With the help of Vampiro Velasquez, 

who provides valuable life lessons as well as instruction on wrestling techniques, the 

protagonist discovers what makes the Guardian Angel more than just a man in a mask. 

Written in English and Spanish, this story is filled with excitement and addresses the 

problems and everyday worries of kids like Max. Illustrations accompany each chapter, 

and all readers, including reluctant ones, will find something to interest them; the addition 

of the female luchadoras and their young relatives is a nice touch. Readers of all ages will 

discover wisdom within the story, especially in the character of Vampiro Velasquez, who 

reminds us that time passes for everyone.  
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 Mabry crafts a strong romantic arc set at The Real Marvelous, a maguey ranch rumored to 

be cursed in the magically realistic Southwest Texas desert. Sarah Jacqueline Crow and 

James Holt end up at the strange farm following a violent dust storm, and Sarah’s 

involvement in the accidental death of a maguey foreman elsewhere. Considered outlaws, 

the two perilously hide their identities and their passionate relationship, and with “hard 

hearts,” labor long hours to earn and steal their way to a hopeful future. James has the 

quick ability to win card games and the affections of unsuspecting women, which Sarah 

begrudgingly encourages as their ticket out of poverty. But will these “cousins” go too far at 

The Real Marvelous—James with the rich landowner’s sickly daughter and Sarah with the 

spoiled younger sister? This first-person narrative draws readers into Sarah’s memories 

and her passionate nature, which are her strengths and weaknesses. Additionally, the gritty 

lure of the harsh desert with its secrets and broken dreams is described in rich prose. This 

sophomore novel presents a fierce new world with high stakes, where complicated romantic 

relationships among various characters linger beyond the end of the book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seventeen-year-old Gretchen Asher’s life has not been the same since she was mugged 

in a parking lot one night. The traumatic incident propelled her into a state of panic, and 

she is unable to go to school, socialize, or interact deeply with her boyfriend, Adam. 

Months later, while babysitting her niece and nephew in a neighborhood park, Gretchen 

spots a boy who looks nearly identical to her attacker. She is thrust back into the heart of 

fear, unaware that the boy, Phoenix, is in the midst of his own struggles. An 18-year-old 

immigrant from El Salvador, he has just spent four months escorting his brother to the 

United States to flee gang violence and is in danger of being deported. When 

circumstances cause Gretchen and Phoenix to continue meeting, they form an 

unexpected bond. While facing court trials, identity issues, and racial stereotyping, the 

teens bolster each other’s courage. With the looming possibility of their permanent 

separation, the two must decide what is most important to them and what sacrifices are 

worth making. Tackling the issues of gang violence, immigration, mental health, and 

cultural bias, this is a compelling story that delivers profound messages through engaging, 

accessible prose. Both a page-turning romance and a comprehensive view of a young 

immigrant’s experience, this novel is sure to encourage empathy and perspective among 

high school students. 

 

 

 

 



Set in an undisclosed time period, this new magical realism story featuring characters of 

color across the gender and sexuality spectrum draws on Latin American culture and 

language. Relying on lyrical prose, McLemore weaves an intricate tale of family, love, 

loss, and flowers. The Nomeolvides women have lived on and tended the enchanted 

gardens of La Pradera for generations. They are also hiding a dangerous secret: when 

those in their family fall in love too deeply, their lovers suddenly vanish. When Estrella 

and her four cousins (the youngest generation of Nomeolvides women) realize they are 

all in love with the same girl, they offer a desperate prayer to the gardens to save Bay 

Briar from nothingness. However, instead of protecting Bay from disappearing, they 

conjure up a strange and mysterious boy who knows nothing about his past or even his 

identity. As Estrella helps Fel discover the truth of his history, the Nomeolvides women 

learn more and more about their family’s legendary curse and the terrifying power of La 

Pradera. While somewhat confusing at times, the leisurely plot flows smoothly and 

elegantly. The well-crafted characters add to the vibrant and magical tale that readers will 

not easily forget. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sierra and her crew of shadowshapers are back for another adventure in this sequel to 

Shadowshaper. A mysterious card deck appears and, with it, a conflict between Shadow 

House and The House of Light arises. Sierra must act quickly to figure out whom she can 

trust while learning what it means to be a leader. She also begins a relationship with a 

new love interest. There is a satisfying conclusion, leaving threads of an open-ended 

mystery involving the Deck of Worlds. It will be exciting to see where this increasingly 

political urban fantasy will go next. Older has upped the ante with this second installment. 

This entry adds a layer of social activism that is refreshing and timely. The crew 

challenges their white AP history teacher about how she is approaching the topic of 

slavery. Many of the protagonists experience conflicts with the police and are able to 

resist. For a change of pace, those who enjoyed Angie Thomas’s The Hate U Give may 

want to check out this fantasy title. In addition, it is good to see a sequel include a very 

realistic changing romantic landscape for the protagonist. 
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A fun romp through the awkward years of middle school that examines themes of identity 

and culture. When Malu has to move away from her dad and everything she knows, she 

takes her love of punk music with her. Following the rules of punk, she embarks on a new 

school journey, full of misadventures and hilarious life lessons. Malu is happy not to fit in 

with the crowd yet cannot bring herself to tell her mom that her passion for punk is not a 

rebellious phase—it’s who she is. When classmates label Malu a coconut (brown on the 

outside and white on the inside), she is determined to prove to her school and herself that 

she is proud of her Mexican roots. With tenderness and humor, Pérez explores the joys 

and challenges of being biracial. Readers will connect with Malu, a strong protagonist 

who leaps off the page and whose zine-inspired artistry boldly illustrates how she deals 

with life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miles Morales is the new Spider-Man in the novelization of the Marvel comic. As an 

Afro–Puerto Rican teen attending an elite boarding school in Brooklyn, Miles is not only 

fighting crime but also navigating a complicated adolescent world. He must work hard in 

his classes while trying to make a move on his beautiful activist classmate. His Korean 

American best friend wants Miles to use his superpowers to hustle on the streets. 

There’s also a racist teacher minimizing slavery in his history class. At home, Miles is 

coming to terms with the discovery of his recently dead uncle’s long-lost son who is 

writing him letters from juvenile hall. Miles is shouldered with an intense amount of 

responsibility; it’s no wonder his spidey-sense is on the fritz and his sleep is plagued by 

mysterious dreams. But when his dreamworld and reality begin to blend, the teen 

realizes that all parts of his life are connected and the mystery begins to unravel. He 

must not only fight the dark forces threatening his world and loved ones, but also the 

darkness within himself. This is not your typical superhero tie-in book. Reynolds has 

crafted a rich, developed portrait of complex teen life while addressing issues of racism 

in the modern world with his characteristic warmth and humorous touches. Give this to 

teens looking to make the leap from comics to novels, or any other readers interested in 

superhero action set in an urban landscape.  
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 Margot is disappointed to be spending her summer working in her family’s Bronx-based 

chain of grocery stores, away from her elite prep school crowd. She is suffering the 

consequences after misappropriating her father’s credit cards to finance her wardrobe. She 

would much rather be partying with her friends and her crush in the Hamptons. Teens will 

recognize the obvious consequences of her decisions as she is rude to her family’s 

employees, rejects her childhood friend, steals beer from her family to impress her friends, 

and casually loses her virginity (to a guy who clearly doesn’t value her much) after she’s 

been drinking. Her attempts to redeem herself as she finally sees the error of her ways are 

effective, though, and over the course of the summer, Margot slowly learns the value of real 

friendship, navigates some family secrets, and begins to see her Puerto Rican heritage in a 

different light, culminating in an unsurprising but happy conclusion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fifteen-year-old outcast Julia Reyes longs to attend college in New York, in order to get 

away from the suffocating watch of her undocumented Mexican parents in Chicago. 

The unusual death of Julia’s older sister Olga—considered the perfect child by her 

family—only bolsters this desire, as her parents focus their attention even more 

strongly on their now only child. When Julia stumbles across unexpected items in 

Olga’s bedroom after the funeral, she sets off on a course to discover her siter’s secrets 

while trying to find some escape from her strict parents. Sánchez makes Julia’s 

unflinching candidness very clear from the start, with the opening sentence providing 

her stark description of Olga’s corpse. This attitude intermittently brings levity to heavy 

moments, but also heartbreak when the weight of it all comes crashing down. That 

honesty and heartbreak is skillfully woven throughout, from the authentic portrayal of 

sacrifices made and challenges faced by immigrants to the clash of traditional versus 

contemporary practices, and the struggle of first-generation Americans to balance their 

two cultures. The importance of language, a lens through which Latinxs are often 

viewed and sharply judged, is brilliantly highlighted through an ample but measured use 

of Spanish that is often defined in context without feeling forced or awkward. The 

author interweaves threads related to depression/anxiety, body image, sexuality, rape, 

suicide, abuse, and gang violence in both the U.S. and Mexico with nuance, while 

remaining true to the realities of those issues. 

 

 



Everyone who is going to die on a given day gets a call to let them know; not the when, or the how, or the why, but just notification 

that they will die on that day. Mateo and Rufus each get that call and are facing their last day without a loved one. But there’s an app 

for that. Combining a well-realized alternative present with a lovely romance, Silvera’s latest delivers what readers want in a book 

about dying teens. There’s no avoiding the cliches that go along with the idea that an impending end makes life more meaningful, 

but recasting a Lurlene McDaniel–style doomed teen romance with Latinx queer boys and having the societal changes wink at those 

clichés softens them and makes a better storytelling device. The overarching structure of meaningful coincidences making a magical 

day in New York has its predecessors—Rachel Cohn and David Levithan’s Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist and Nicola Yoon’s The 

Sun Is Also a Star being prime examples—but this title is a deft exploration of that trope. Silvera continues to masterfully integrate 

diversity, disability, and young queer voices into an appealing story with a lot of heart. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sara, a reporter at her Mexican hometown, writes a column in the local newspaper 

detailing numerous cases of abducted young girls in Cuidad Juárez, including her best 

friend Linda. When the young woman receives a coded email message hinting at her 

friend’s whereabouts and captors, she investigates further and discovers how deeply the 

corruption and criminality runs in her city. Her brother, Emiliano, lives a normal life 

focusing on soccer, his crush Perla Rubi, and a budding artisanal crafts business. He is 

determined to rescue his mother and sister from the poverty and dangers around them, 

leading him to accept a lucrative but illicit business deal. Stork’s use of alternating 

perspectives provides insight into the siblings’ motivations, and establishes a strong 

sense of setting as the characters move through a variety of environments. Sara’s thread 

is fast-paced and thrusts the plot forward, while Emiliano’s moral and emotional struggles 

provide complexity. Once the siblings flee to the U.S. to save Sara from the criminals she 

exposes, her story line recedes and Emiliano becomes the focus. This novel touches on 

themes like the persecution of journalists, political corruption, and cyber investigations.  

 


